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Goettling Interiors have partnered
up with German brand Occhio
Lighting, redefining luxury
lighting in the UAE

CREDIT HERE

Mito raggio arc
luminaire with a
matte gold surface
and continuously
adjustable light via
touchless control
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LATEST

The

O

cchio’s choice of lighting
pledges to enhance our
quality of life. This is the
philosophy behind German
lighting brand, Occhio.
Boasting a vast selection of indoor and outdoor
lights, the refined designs, consistent in their shape
and form, capture the essence of elegance and
quality in the environment. Occhio’s award-winning
Mito line marries sensual design with impeccable
luminaires for a transformative lighting experience.
The Mito line’s versatile designs offer ceiling,
pendant and floor lighting in arc and linear formats
with the added features of touchless control, height
adjustment, presence sensor, up and down fading,
colour tuning and remote bluetooth control.
Available in six finishes including rose gold, bronze
and matte white, black, silver and gold, the
sophisticated lighting interiors are suitable for various
spaces, home and work accommodations alike.
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Mito sospeso
suspended
luminaires in gold,
matte white and
bronze
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The meticulous craftsmanship is evident in the
design’s mechanisms, shape and versatility. The
suspended luminaries embody double-sided
lighting effects, an optic diffuse feature for broad
ceiling illumination and optic narrow for
concentrated, glare-free light. Manufactured using
optical silicone, Mito lighting ensures decreased
glare and aesthetic light lines. Also featured in the
Mito line is the Mito Soffitto, which includes the
Occhio air control option for adjustable light
intensity to suit personal choice, while for uniform
room illumination, the optic wide feature beautifies
the entire space. Mitto Raggio and Mito Largo
include Occhio’s up and down fading option for
touchless, uplight and downlight control, enabling
users to seamlessly direct the light from one side of
the room to the other.
With elegance, flair, efficiency and beauty,
Occhio Lighting is transforming lighting
experiences all around the region. occhio.com

